Lifiting
Buffer pad

Lifting equipment

secutex coilmat

COILPROTECT

secutex-Coilprotect
secutex-Coilmats

For careful coil handling and
safe storage

secutex wire coil mat
Mat with cross grooves
The proven secutex wire coil mat reliably prevents scratches and dents. The lightweight mat
can be positioned quickly. Users especially rate
the new roll-off stop. The individual wire rings
hook firmly into the transverse grooves, the wire
bundles no longer slip and an additional bundling
is no longer necessary.
Available as an option
- Oil drainage channel
- Surface made from heat-resistant secutex heat
buffer pad (up to 150°C)
- Mounting holes
- Sloping head and tail pieces for forklift access.
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43
400
3.000*
bis 1600
----------------------------------------------54

400

3.000*

Figure: secutex coil mat made from secutex heat;
heat-resistant to 140 °C

*Up to a length of 5,000 mm upon request
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Lifiting
Buffer pad

secutex coil mat

Coilprotect Altus

Lifting equipment
Coilprotect
Semi

Flexible mat made of secutex buffer pad

High-profile coil rack

Low-profile coil rack

The light and mobile coil mat was designed for
the storage of coils. It is convenient to use. Thus
makeshift storage can be set up rapidly and
flexibly or existing storage can be expanded in
the event of bottlenecks.

High-profile secutec coil cradle for long-term
storage of coils of various sizes. This coil rack can
only be loaded with a coil hook or coil tongs.

Low-profile secutec coil cradle for long-term
storage of coils of all sizes. The coil cradle may
be loaded using coil hook/coil tongs as well as
with a forklift truck.

Available as an option
- Carrying handle and oil drainage channel
- Surface made from heat-resistant secutex heat
buffer pad (up to 140 °C)
- Mounting holes
- Sloping head and tail pieces for forklift access.

Available as an option
- Buffer pad pad made from heat-resistant
secutex heat buffer pad
- Coated supporting rods
- Trolley for supporting rods
- End frame for diagonal and vertical storage

Available as an option
- Buffer pad pad made from heat-resistant
secutex heat buffer pad
- Coated supporting rods
- Trolley for supporting rods
- End frame for diagonal and vertical storage
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30
400
3.000*
800 - 1.400
----------------------------------------------43
400
3.000*
1.000-1.600
----------------------------------------------54
400
3.000*
1.200-1.800
----------------------------------------------65
500
3.000*
1.200-2.100

Connecting element for coil mats
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Height

Width

Length

Coil-ø

[mm]

[mm]
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206
1.225
1.000
1.200-2.400
----------------------------------------------206
1.225
1.500
1.200-2.400
----------------------------------------------206
1.225
2.000
1.200-2.400
----------------------------------------------206
1.225
2.500
1.200-2.400
----------------------------------------------206
1.225
3.000
1.200-2.400

80
675
1.000
800 - 2.000
----------------------------------------------80
675
1.500
800 - 2.000
----------------------------------------------80
675
2.000
800 - 2.000
----------------------------------------------80
675
2.500
800 - 2.000
----------------------------------------------80
675
3.000
800 - 2.000

Grid of the marker poles middle/middle: 125 mm

Grid of the marker poles middle/middle: 100 mm
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